
THE SYNTAX OF SENTENCE ENDER 

Kyoung-Jing Suk 

The structure of sentence is investigated with a view to es tablishing Sentence Ender 

as a grammatical category necessary to the constitution of a sentence. A rough identi

fication of the constituent members of Sentence Enderis also attempted in connection 

with the internal structure of the sentence at the fairly later stage in its linguistic 

actualization. Sentence Ender is characterized as representing the speaker's attitude 

towards the hearer and the referent, and as being the surface realization pf its generative 

source, Modality. 

How can one tell whether or not what he has heard, or read, is a sentence? When he 

hears an utterance coming to a stop, or when he sees a string of orthographic symbols 

being discontinued, on what basis does he know that the utterance or the string of 

symbols does or does not represent a sentence? What is there in an utterance, or in any 

other linguistic product, that lets one induce the knowledge that he has experienced an 

end of a sentence? 

A linguistic production is inherently linear and its syntactic characterization is possible 

only by defining the order, maintained among the syntactic . units that consttiute the 

particular producton. Syntactic characterization of a sentence is essentially a description of 

a set of relations showing which of any two unHs among those that constitute the 

sentence precedes, or follows, the other within the scope of the production in question. 

Linearity and order are two attributes of a captive of time, a universal limitation that 

affects whatever exists. An utterance, an embodiment of a sentence, naturally has a 

beginning and an end. If anything IS endlessly long, that is simply not any thing, let 

alone an utterance. We don't even have to go into any psychophysiological arguments to 

prove that there is not a single sentence whose length is infinite. Thus a sentence, a 

product of syntactic operation, of any and all natural languages is finite in its length. 

Finiteness of a sentence in this sense often arouses an argument for putting an upper 

limit to the length of a sentence which is described as, to quote a case of misunderstanding 

on · this point, "a length beyond which sequences (of linguistic units) become ungram

matical."l Needless to say, however, the length of a sentence has nothing to do with its 

grammaticality. Putting a limitation on the length of a sentence, or measuring or deciding 

upon the length of a sentence, is no concern of a grammar. In fact, a grammar can not 

and should not prescribe such a matter. Chomsky, in one of his often misunderstood 

statements, touches on it as follows: 

1 Oiler (1971: 26). 
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We might arbitrarily decree that such processes of sentence formation in English as 

those we are discussing cannot be carried out more than n times, for some fixed n. This 

would of course make English a finite state language, as, for example, would a limitation 

of English sentence to length of less than a million words. Such arbitray limitations 

serve no useful purpose, however. (Chomsky 1957:23) 

Note that what Chomsky does not want to have any limitation on is not a sentence but 

the p7-ocesses of sentence formation. Such processes, the generative scheme of a grammar, 

should not be limited in their genertive capacity, and we are not intersted in limiting a 

senten ce to a certain physical length, which serves no useful purpose at least liguistica lly. 

What we are concerned with is, however, as implied in the questions posed above, the way 

in which a native speaker can identify a certain string of linguistic units of his language 

represented in the form of an utterance as a complete sentence. We can surmise that there 

must be some element (s) that signals a hearer the completion of a sentence. 

The completeness of an utterance as a sentence is linguistically recognizable In two 

ways; syntactic and pragmatic. Completenss of an utterance may be determined in terms 

of the liguistic units and their relations. In other words, completeness of an utterance is 

related to the nature of constituency maintained among the linguistic units of vanous 

levels within the scope of the utterance. This is the syntactic aspect of this problem. 

The nature of constituency alone may not be a suffcient factor in determining complete

ness of an utterance. There is a physical sign that marks its end in addition to meeting 

the constituency requirement. Hill (1958) discusses this phenomena, using the term 

sentence ender.2 He defines sentence ender in terms of suprasegmental phonemes, such 

as juncture, plus such extralinguistic feature as pause. 

For ease of explanation, let us suppose that in English subject and verb are two necessry 

and sufficient constituents of a sentence. Now we can conclude that a speaker of English 

recognizes an utterance as complete when he discerns a subject and a verb in the utterance 

which is with a terminal juncture followed by silence. 

At present, it seems unlikely that we can identify any element (linguistic unit as a 

constituent) as marking the end of an utterance in English. For example, a sentence is 

terminated with a word of an y part of speech. However, in Korean, it is a fact that certain 

linguistic units other than suprasegmentals and extra linguistics must be placed in the 

final positon of an utterance. The purpose of this paper is to identify such linguistic 

units and analyze their syntactic function, using the term sentence ender borrowed from 

Hi11(1958). 

2 Cf. HillC1950: 337-347). However, my conception of sentence ender differs from both Hill's 
and the phenomenon Henry Lee Smith observed in connection with the fact that "in the total 
communication situation, a speaker somehow gives recognizable signals to another speaker 

indicating when the second speaker is expected to say something." CHill. 1950: 338) 
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1. Identification of Sentence Ender 

The principle of linguistic independence, advanced by Martinet(l964, 1962), and applied 

to Japanese by Saint-Jacques(l971), serves as an operational guide for our analysis_ The 

term 'linguistic independence' may be defined as follows: any string of linguistic structures 

can be called linguistically independent if they constitute a speech utterance complete in 

its own sentencehood_ 

An analysis, by nature, is the cutting of an entity into smaller entites, on whose reality 

we think we have a better grip. The smaller entity in our case is a combination of 

morphemes. Every linguistically acceptable combination of morphemes is callsed a syntagm.3 

For example, last week, by train and a good man are all syntagms . . These morphemes 

are combined by the syntagmatic relation. 

1. 1 Minimal Independent Syntagm 

Consider the following utterance: 

(l) caknyen -ey na -nun kicha -10 

last year I Nom train by 

sewul -ey ka-ess-ess- ta. 

Seoul to go Past Decl 

'Last year, I went to Seoul by train.' 

A little investigation of the morphemic structures sustaining the combinations of 

morphemes within the utterance will confirm the division of the utterance into the 

following five segments: 

(2) a. caknyen-ey 'last year' 

b. na-nun 'I' 

c. kicha-Io 'by train' 

d. sewul-ey 'to Seoul' 

e. ka-ess-ess-ta 'went' 

cakn;,en, na, kicha and sowul are all nominal morphemes. -nun, -la and -ey are (or 

have been considered as) a subject marker, an instrument marker and an adverb marker 

respectively. ka is a verb stem, -ess-ess is a past tense marker and -ta is a verb-final or 

sentence-final marker, distinguishing the type of the sentence.4 All these markers are 

affixal to preceding morphemes and the relations between the markers and the preceding 

morphemes are syntagmatic. In other words, the segments (a), (b), (c) , (d) and (e) are 

syntagms. 

The basic pattern of the internal structure of each syntagm in (2) may be schematized 

as follows: 

3 See Martinet (1964: 104-110) ' for the characterization of the syntagm. 
4 This sentence type marker may be considered as functioning as a sentence ender in its literal 

sense. However, the characterization is tentative. 
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(3) [Content Morpheme + Function Morpheme] 
Symtagm 

Almost all the minimal syntagms in Korean are built in the structural pattern above.5 

Now there is a very important linguistic fact in relation to the linguistic independence 

of certain syntagms. The fact is that the first four syntagms in the utterance ( l) can be 

suppressed without the fifth syntagm ka-ess-ess-ta 'went' ceasing to be a normal utterance. 

For example, one can suppress the first syntagm caknyen-ey 'last year' to obtain the 

following : 

(4) na-nun kicha-Io sewul-ey ka-ess-ess-ta_ 

'I went to Seoul by train.' 

(4) is a perfectly normal utt.erance. In the same manner, the second, third and fourth 

syntagms can be suppressed successively to get the foll owing normal utterances; 

(5) kicha-Io sewul-ey ka-ess-ess-ta . 

'(I) went to Seoul by train. ' 

(6) sewul-ey ka-ess-ess-ta . 

'(I) went to Seoul.' 

(7) ka -ess-ess-ta . 

'(I) went.' 

(4) , (5) , (6) and (7) are all perfec tly acceptable utterances in Korean. One, especially 

a speaker of English, might suspect some incompleteness in utterance, (7) for example, 

where in its English translation the subjec t '1' is supplied in parentheses. The SUspICIon 

might be that utterance (7) is as incomplete as an English utterance made of 'went' alone. 

Supprssion of the subjec t word in the utterance 'went,' would render it totally unacceptable 

in normal situations in English. However, this does not hold in Korean. T he utterance 

(7) ka-ess-ess-ta is as perfect in Korean as the utterance 'I went.' is in English. 

In fact, the first four syntagms can be suppressed in any combination and in any order 

without the remainder or the u tterance ceasing to be acceptable_ For example, 

(8) a. caknyen-ey kicha-Io ka-ess-ess-ta. 

'Last year, went by train.' 

b. na-nun ka-ess-ess-ta. 

'I went.' 

c. caknyen-ey kicha-Io sewul-ey ka-ess-ess-ta. 

'Last year, "vent to S eoul by train.' 

are all perfectly acceptable normal utterances, whereas anyone or any combination of 

the first four syntagms does not constitute a normal ut terance_ 

(9) a . *na-nun caknyen-ey kicha-Io sewul-ey_ 

'Last year, 1 to Seoul by train.' 

b. *na-nun . 

5 For exampl e. some determiners such as i in i kes seem to be exceptions to this generalization. 
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c. *caknyen-ey sewul-ey. 

'Last year, to Seoul. ' 
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Thus, either the last syntagm ka-ess-ess-ta by itself or any combination of syntagms 

including this last one can constitute a normal, acceptable utterance. The acceptability of 

an utterance relies entirely on the presence or absence of this last syntagm. This is very 

'special- special in that it alone can constitute an acceptable utterance without any other 

syntagm or syntagms complementing it. We call this syntagm 'a linguistically independent 

.syntagm. ' All the other syntagms simply complement the last syntagm in various ways 

·of qualifications. Since the syntagm ka-ess-ess-ta can constitute the message of a normal 

-utterance by itself, it is not called upon to indicate its relations to possible additions and 

"the complements are identified as such precisely because they correspond to elements of 

-experience whose relationship to the total experience the speaker deems it necessary to 

mark (Martinet 1964:116) . Such a relationship corresponds, on the linguistic plane, to 

function. Thus the syntagm ka-ess-ess is linguistically independent. 

In the syntagm ka-ess-ess-ta we can identify four morphemic units. It is made of one 

-content morpheme, ka 'go', and three function morphemes, -ess, -ess and ta. The first 

·.two function morphemes -ess -ess are linguistically responsible for the expression of the 

-tense and aspect of the verb-stem to which they are suffixed, and the last function 

morpheme -ta is considered as the marker of the mood(sentence type) of an utterance. 

In this case, -ta is a declarative marker. Thus we see four linguistically meaningful 

_morphemes in the syntagm ka-ess-ess-ta 'went' . 

Now consider the following: 

(la) a. ka-ess-ess-ta. 

'went. ' 

b. ka-un-ta. 

'go.' 

The syntagm (lOb) is also linguistically independent as (lOa) but apparently it 

·consists of three morphemes including a present tense marker, -no If we remove this tense 

marker from ( lOb), it ceases to be an acceptable utterance. ka-ta is a possible syntagm 

but not a normal, acceptable utterance. Therefore, (lOb) is a linguistically independent 

-syntagm which is made up of the smallest number of morphemes. Let us call (lOb) a 

.minimal independent syntagm (henceforth MIS) . 

As to the internal strucrure of this MIS, the greatest degree of separability is considered 

-to lie between the first morpheme ka and subsequent morphemes. Although we are aiming 

.at a different, linguistically more plausible judgement on this matter eventually, let us 

.assume for the moment that the primary dichotomy of MIS into content morpheme(CM) 

.and function morpheme(s) (FM) is justifiable on the formal basis. The following is the 

-constituent structure of this MIS. 
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(1) 

1. 2 Three Kinds of MIS 

I 
CM 

ka 

Verb-Stem 

'Cl) go 

MIS 
I 

I 
FM('s) 

-un -ta 

Tense Mood 

Presen t Declarative.' 

With (3) and (11) in mind, let us now proceed to identify the formal diversity of 

various MIS's. Consider the foIlwing: 

(12) a. san -1 noph -u -ta. 

mountain Nom high . Decl 

'(The) mountain is high.' 

b. no ph -un san -1 -ta 

high Attr mountain Decl 

'(It is) a high mountain.' 

By suppressing complementing syntagms in (12), we get the following: 

(l3) a. noph u- ta. 

'High.' 

b. san -i -ta. 

'(It is) a mountain.' 

The message-bearing morpheme lloph is adjectival in its lexical quality. With a proper 

function morpheme suffixed to it, it becomes an adjective in its attributive form in (l2b) . 

san is nominal in that it becomes a noun with a nominative marker -i, thus functioning: 

as the subject in (l2a) . 

The three MIS's, (lOb) , ( l3a) and (13b) , apparently differ from each other in the 

semantic quality of the content morpheme in them. In other words, (lob) contains a 

verb-stem, (l3a) an adjective-stem and (13b) a noun-stem. Based on this observation, let 

us call ka-ull-ta (lOb) a verbal NIIS, noph·u-ta (l3a) an adjectival MIS and san-i-ta ( l3b) 

a nominal MIS. These are the three kinds of MIS's in Korean. 

When a syntagm is linguistically independent and minimal, the syntagm contains all and' 

only the necessary elements for a combination of morphemes to be characterized as such. 

An MIS is in turn a minimal ut terance. Categorically speaking , a ll the elements both 

sufficient and necessary for a combination of morphemes to be characterized as an utterance 

are to be found in an MIS. Roughly, they fa ll in three categories: The first is a set of 

content morphemes, Verb, Adjective and Noun; the second is a set of function morphemes, 

that is, actualizers whose apparent function in this case is to keep their neighboring 

morphemes in a certain syntagmatic relat ion ; the third is a set of morphemes representing: 

the mood (sentence type) of the utterance. To put this schematically, we have: 
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(14) 

II III 

l [ ~j ) [ 
-un ') 

-u + (- ta) I 
-i 

FM J 
CM FM MIS or Minimal Utterance 

Category III above is, in fact, a very productive category with several members of its '. 

own. In view of this, we revise (l4) into (15) , representing the greater degree of 

separability lying between categories II and III, not between categories I and II as 

suggeted previously. 

(15) 

I II III 

+(M) 1 
FM 

MIS 

(15) shows that a member of category III interacts with the whole sequence of morphemes; 

preceding it. It is not the case that the last element in MIS affects only the immediately 

preceding element. It affects the preceding sequence as a whole. In the same vein, wc

give (16b) as a structural interpretation of (I6a): 

(16) a. Slln -un namwu -Iul salangha -un-ta. 

poet Nom tree Acc love T Decl 

CA poet loves trees.' 

b. (UN -FM) 
Synt 

eN -FM) 
Synt 

(N -FM)) 
Synt 

-FM) 
MIS 

Without the final function morpheme -ta, (I6a) can not be an acceptable utterance .. 

This last FM holds a very special position with respect to the rest of the syntagms in

the utterance. In fact, it is the linguistic function of this FM that turns the whole

sequence into the final order in the hierarchy of linguistic realization, the utterance. 

We call this FM an actualizer and we call the category of FMs of which this particular 

FM is a member Sentence Ender(SE). 

2. Constituents of Sentence Ender 

Sentence Ender is a category of functional morpheme whose function it is to actualize a 

sequence of morphemes, that is, a syntagm or syntagms, into the final order in the

hierarchy of linguistic realization. This highest order is the order in which linguistic 

substance is anchored in realty . 

There are a variety of actualizers depending on the particular order where they belong._ 
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For example, 

(17) ku -nun slln -i-ta_ 

he Nom poet 

'He is a poet. ' 

contains two different kinds of ac tualiizers. -nun, a nominative FM, actualizes the 

preceding content morpheme ku 'he' into a syntagm that serves as the the topic of (16) 

Without th is actualization, ku has no grammatical function whateTer in the utterance. 

The ac tualizer of the other kind is -ta, whose function is to actualize into reality 

whatever linguistic quality is borne in the preceding morpheme sequence_ The primary 

function of the actuali zers of the first kind is to join one morpheme or sequence of 

morphemes to another morpheme or sequence of morphemes. However, the primary 

function of -la is to anchor a morpheme or a morpheme sequence to an appropriate 

por tion of reality. In (16) , it anchors the abstract proposition-like linguistic enti ty 'he is 

a poet' in reality by way of designating a certain mood for the entity. 

Note that the way in which -la performs its actualizing function in this case, IS just 

one of many different ways in which the whole actualization takes place in th is final 

-order of linguistic realization. Here, -la actualizes only the mood of the u tterance. Other 

possibil ities will be discussed below. 

Most of the surface realiza tions of SE occur in the final position (s) of the utterance. 

In an independent syntagm, this means that SE occupies the whole utterance from the 

final position of the ut terance backward to the function morpheme which is suff ixed to 

the content morpheme. For example, 

(18) sun -1 -ess -keyss -upni -ta 

NP T Mod SL Decl 

' (He) must have been a a poet. 

Th e last SE is the rea lization of Mood (Sentence T ype) : -la is a Declarative marker. 

The p receding one -ke'yss is a modal of presumption, and -ess is a past tense marker. -ta 

is a tr icky one, because it also represesnts a level of speech that primaril y refl ects the 

s peaker's atti tude toward the hearer. For the moment, let us assume that -la is a 

Tepresentation of Mood(Sentence T ype) alone. 

2. Mood(Sentence T ype) 

T here are four basic moods 111 Korean. T hey are : 

(19) a. ka -nota . 

go Declative 

' Cl) go.' 

b. ka -n-unya? 

Interrogati ve 

'(Do you) go? ' 



c. ka -la . 

Imperative 

'Go!' 

d. ka -ca. 

Propositi ve 

'Let,s go!' 
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This statement is made m spite of the fact that there is no consensus among linguists 

as to the kinds of moods. Martin(I954: 37-38) lists eighteen kinds of different moods. 

The large number in his list is due to the fact that he does not make distinction between 

the FM's that are SE' s and those that are not. His list includes, among others, such 

-embedding FM's as Modifier -un/ n, Infinitve -e, -ey, etc., Suspective -ci and Coordinate 

.and Subordinate Conjunctives. 

Korean has a rather simple grammatical treatment that allows vanous sentential 

·embeddings to form complex sentences. The clarification of this fact will certainly reduce 

the number of the kinds of basic moods greatly . 

Choe(I929: 827-841) lists four: Declarative, Imperative, Interrogative and Propositive. 

He rightly considers Apperceptive as a kind of Declarative, naming it Apperceptive 

Declarative. One of his reasons for this may be conjectured from the fact that Appercep

tive morpheme -kwuna does not occur in some of the declarative sentences in a certain 

level of speech. Exalting Superior Level, for example, does not have its Apperceptives. 

Looking into this phenomenon properly, we shall see that there is a general constraint 

governing the whole sphere of speech acts that prevents the occurrence of these particular 

Apperceptives. This general constraint is developed from the nature of the relation between 

the speaker and the hearer. 

2.2 Speech Level Markers 

Another subcategory of Sentence Ender is a group of function morphemes that mark 

various speech levels into which every utterance is actualized in a speech-act situation. 

Primarily these levels represent the speaker' s regard for the hearer. Various factors, 

mostly mate linguistic, play a part in this intricate mechanism of the speech acts. 

-upni in (I8) is the marker for a level which we call Exalting Superior. For example, 

(20) a. pailon -un siin-i- upni-ta. 

'Byron is a poet., 

b. coisu -nun soselka-i- ta. 

'Joyce is a novelist.' 

(20a) might be an answer or a statement, depending on the context, which directed to a 

hearer whom the speaker holds in highest esteem. 

(20b) might be the same except that it is an utterance directed to a hearer whom the 

speaker regards as his equal or inferior. In this case, the presence or the absence of the 

morpheme -upni makes this difference. 
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For the moment, it will suffice to indicate that the speech level is viewed as an 

obligatory category in the language of Korean much as Person and Gender are in the 

system of English pronouns. 

2. 3. Modals 

Our next item under analysis is a modal, - keyss. This correspon0s 111 meaning to 'I 

suppose' or 'may/might ' in English. For example, 

(21) ku- ka 0 -keyss -ta. 

he Nom come Presumptive Decl 

'I suppose he might come.' 

This presumptive - keyss is considered to be semantically closely related to the homo

phonous volitional modal -keyss. They seem to be under~mutualJ y exclusive cooccurrcnce 

restriction. Observe the following: 

(22) a. ku -ka ka -keyss - ta -ko malha-ess - ta. 

he Nom go Vol comp say Past 

'He said that he would go., 

b. ku -ka ka- keyss- ta. 

' I presume that he will go., 

c. *ku - ka ka-keyss-ta.(volitional) 

d. ku - ka kevss-ta- ko malha-keyss- ta. 

'1 presume that he might say he would go.' 

In (22a) , -keyss is voltional, representing the volition of the grammatical subjec t of 

the em bedded clause. The speaker of the utterance simply quotes what he said about his 

volition as to his going. The speaker of the embedded clause and the grammatica l subject 

of that cl ause are identical, namely ' he' ; whereas in (22b) , the speaker of the ut tera nce 

is not the grammatical subject of the utterance. Because of the simple reason that a man 

cannot express another person's volition in the manner of direct discourse, -keyss in (22b) 

canno t be otherwise than presumptive. 6 Forcing a volitional -keyss wou ld result in (22c) 

which is unacceptable . (22d) obviates th is speaker·subject identity constraint on voli tional/ 

presumptive -keyss. If the grammatical subject of the whole utterance is ku 'he' , so that 

the underlying structure of (22d) is something like: 

(23) crj suppose [He; says ( l; will go] ] ] 

·keyss 

with the iden tity condition met between the subject of SI '1' and the subject of S2 

'He', -keyss of SI is the voli tional -keyss and cannot be interpreted otherwise. On the 

other hand, with the identity condition unfulfill ed between the grammatical subjects of 

52 and 53, 'He' and 'I ' , the -ke'yss of 83 must be the pr~sumptive ·keyss and cannot be-

6 T he volitional mean ing conveyed by ·keyss is secondary and interpretive in the sense that a 
presumption mad e by oneself about oneself should naturally deserve more t rust and reli ance from 
others than a presumption made about others. 
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the volitional one. 

Now should we set up two different morphemes of -keyss or one? It might be too early 

to make any definitive judgment on this, for SohnCl974: 499-501) notices that both the 

volitional and presumtive -keyss are associated with the speaker ' in the statement only, 

whereas they are related to the hearer in the question sentences. Observe the follmving: 

(24) a. nay -ka ka-keyss- ta. 

I Nom 

'I intend that I (will) go.' 

b. ney -ka ka-keyss-ni? 

you Nom Q 
'Do you intend that you (will) go? ' 

c. ney -ka ka-keyss-ta. 

'I presume that you (will) go. 

In (24b), -keyss apparently violates the identity constraint, for despite the fact that the 

speaker of the utterance and the subject of the utterance are not identical, -keyss represents 

the volition of grammatical subject ney 'you' . 

SohnCl974) also observes that there are some cooccurrence constraints between the voli

tional -keyss and tense morphemes that would normally occur in the position just prior to 

-keyss. For example, only non-past verbs may occur before the volitional -keyss, which 

is quite understandable in view of the semantic quality it has.7 

2.4 T ense and Aspect 

Tense system is a linguistic device to represent the time relation between events 

involved in linguistic production. Although it does not represent time or its flow as 

referentially as the name 'apple' represents an entity 'apple', it reflects time by relating 

the action, event or state of affairs referred to in the sentence to the event of utterance 

in terms of before-after or earlier-late?' relation.s 

This time relation is usually expressed in three systematic grammatical contrasts; past, 

present and future. Of these three contrasts, past is the most easily recognizable . Our 

knowledge of past is the most reliable awareness we can command in connection with 

time. Present or future is recognizable only in terms of our grasp of the past. 

For a point of departure, let us return to the three kinds of minimal utterances we 

identified in the previous section and take a closer look into the nature of their con

stituents. To list them again: 

(25) a. ka-n-ta. 

go 

b. khu -ta. 

7 ~ince -keyss is primarily a modal of presumption, it is naturally related to the notion of future. 
S For further elaboration of the relation of before-after, or earlier-later, see Bull (1968: 1-18) 

.and for discussion of the relational theory of time, see Zwart(1973). 
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big 

c. slln -1 -ta. 

poet 

Let us call (25a) a verbal utterance, (25b) an adjectival utterance and (25c) a nominal 

utterance. These distinctins are made on the basis of the semantic quality of each of 

the content morphemes; verb, adjective and noun. Let us assume that these are listed 

in the lexicon with their natures specified in terms of certain features. Then, one of 

those features that distinguish them must be the feature related to time. The most 

striking feature that distinguishes ka 'go' from the other two morphemes khu 'big' and 

siin 'poet' is that ka may be characterized as describing something moving, something 

changing along the axis cif time, the feature of temporality. We may define the verb ka 

as a content morpheme characterized, among other things, by the feature + temporal. 9 

Standing at the extreme opposite to the verb ka is the noun siin . siin, a noun, can not 

be trapped with the snare of time. It is spatial rather than temporal. 

However we may reasonably presume that the spatiality of noun can be translated into. 

the terms of temporality. Since a noun refuses to be captured by temporality, let us caU 

it atemporal. 

An adjective stands in between the two extremes, being sometimes temporal and' 

sometimes atemporal. 10 Suppose that three content morphemes are listed in the lexicon in. 

the following manner: 

(26) a. KA [ .:?~~~~.~~~ .. ] 
b. KHU 

neutral 1 1··········· . 

~~. ~~~.~~. ~: 
emporality 
.......... .. ... 

or [+temporal ] :-:: ...... ..... . 

When they are taken out of the lexicon, in other words, when they are lingiustically 

actualized into syntagms with the help of appropriate function morphemes, some of these· 

features are realized in the porcess of the actualization. In fact, before they acquire the 

full status of perfectly acceptable utterances, all of these features must be actualized into · 

appropriate levels in the hierarchy of linguistic realization. All the utterances in (25) 

are fu lly actualized sentences. 

The feature (+temporaIJ in ka is realized as - n in (25a) . - n is customaril y considered 

as a present tense marker. However, such a characterization is highly doubtful because 

9 For discussion of temporality in connection with texuality, see Kock (1973) . 
10 It may sound illogical to set up an element that carries the features of + temporal as well as 

+ atemporal. A more plausible explanation would be possible if the notion of spatiality is. 

introduced, which lies outside the scope of this paper. 
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III (25b) and (25c) there is no -n even though they belong to the same tense category 

as (25a). Now one of the differences between (25a) and (25b-c) IS III the nature of 

their staticity. (25b-c) cannot be put into a non·static aspect. Observe the following: 

(27) a. *ku-nun siin-i-n-ta. 

'He is being a poet. ' 

b. *namwu-ka khu-n-ta. 

'The tree is being big( tall) .' 

vVe can, therefore, identify -n in (25a) as a non-static aspect marker. 

The presence of -un marks non- static(progressive) aspect; its absence static aspect. 

In other words, the non-static (progressive) is the marked aspect. 

Let us discuss the morphome - ess which so far has been presumed to be a past tense 

marker : 

(28) a . ka-ess-ta. (kasstaJ 

'Went. / Has gone.' 

b. khu-ess- ta. (khesstaJ 

'Was big.' 

c. siin-i-ess- ta (siiniesstaJ 

'Was apoet.' 

In (28a) , -ess and -un occur mutually exclusively. -ess seems to replace -un whenever 

it occurs in an identical environment. This leads most of the linguists who have pondered 

on this point to come to a conclusion that -un is the present while -ess is the past tense 

marker. But is - ess a tense marker? Observe the following: 

(29) a. pheynci -Iul ssu -ess -ni? 

letter Acc write Q 

'Have you written the letter?' 

b. ecey pheynci -Iul ssu-ess- ni? 

yesterday 

'Did you write a letter yesterday?' 

c. pangkum pheynci -Iul ssu-ess-ta. 

just 

'I have just writtenCfinished) a letter.' 

The examples above show that the status of -ess is not so simply definable as a past 

tense marker. Without any adverbial qualification explicitly designating the past time, 

(Z9a) is most likely to be a question whether the hearer has written the letter at the 

time when the question takes place. Let us refer to this time as the point of speech 

(Reichenbach 1947: 287-298). (29a) is asking if the hearer has written the letter, if the 

action of writing the letter has finished, if the action is in the perfective aspec t, and so 

on, but it is not asking if in the past, the hearer wrote a letter, if the action of writing 

the letter took place at any point of time in the past. 
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In (29b) , however, we have ecey 'yesterday ' , an adverb designating the past time, 

'confirming that -ess is the past tense marker. But this in turn faces a difficulty in (29c) 

where - ess occurs with an adverb of perfective aspect, pangkum 'just ' . 

From the examples in (29) , it seems that we are forced to come to a conclusion about 

'the status of - ess something like the following : 

(3 0) - ess is a morpheme representing the non- static aspect, perfective aspect or past or 

past tense, depending on the environment where it occurs. The environment may 

be definable in terms of the adverbs of relevant semantic qualites,u 

'There should be no hesitation in labeling this conclusion as false. If we could characterize 

the meanings of aspect and tense in terms of the semantic qualities that adverbs carry, 

w hy should we need such a ' vacuous entity as -ess in the language? One should be 

reminded of the principle of the least effort and of Occam's razor. If -ess is vacuous, it 

would have been dropped from the linguistic system of Korean as soon as it was found 

to be so. Then, what is -ess? Let us go back to our primitives. 

We gave a rough description of the Sentence Ender as being an actualizer (or a 

,category of many subcategorical actualizers) in a minimal utterance such as the following : 

(31) ka (-u) -un - ta. 
-----------CM FM SE 

:Since ka ( - u) forms the proposition of (31) , it can be represented as (32). (32) reads 

"a speaker makes a statement P to a hearer. ' 

(32) STATE (Sp, Hr (P )) 

Now from (31) , we infer that the point of speech of the utterance, that is, the point 

-of time at which the speaker makes the statement, coincides with the point of time at 

which the event represented in P, that is, ka ( - u) occurs. They are contemporaneous. 

,Given in a diagram, it would be: 

(33) 
KA -non -s tatic 

--------------------'----------------------- Time 

Past Point of Event 
Point of Speec h 

KA is, by its semantic nature, temporal, so we assigned it a feature, + Temoral in the 

lexicon. At the point of speech, it is in the non-static state because of this temporality 

inheren t to it. 

This temporality is realized as - un (31), and we have the proposition here, or rather 

the nucleus of the proposition, in the non-static aspect. 

By the same token, we have the following (34) for (2Sb) and (35) for (eSc) : 

11 Adverb is not always reliable as a determining factor in the questions about tense and aspect. 



-(34) 

(35) 

Past 
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KHU-static 

I 
I 

Point of Event 
Point of Speech 

--+ Time 

SIIN-static 

------------------~:~--------------------+ Time 

Past Point· of Event 
Point of Speech 
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We identified above that there are two aspects m terms of staticity, which reflect 

temporality(or atemporality) of units in the lexicon. In this case, non-static aspect is 

linguistically marked and realized in the morpheme -un. The absence of this morpheme 

designates the static aspect as shown in (34) and (35). Accordingly, (32) may be rewritten 

.as (36) : 

(36) ST A TETi (Sp, Hr (PT) ) 

Where Ti indicates the same point of time, the contemporaneity of the action of statement 

{speech) and the event of P, 'go' . (36) can be the expression of both (34) and (35). 

Let us proceed to the problem of -ess. Consider the following: 

(37) a. ku-nun ciku~ ka-ess-ta. 

'He has gone just now. ' 

b. ku-nun ecey ka-ess-ta . 

'He went yesterday.' 

c. *ke-nun nayil ka-ess-ta. 

'He went tomorrow.' 

In (37) , only Cc) is unacceptable where an adverb explicitly designates a point of time 

in the future, nayil 'tomorrow' . Both cikum 'just now' and ecey 'yesterday' fit well with 

-ess in (37a-b) . cikum 'just now ' denotes the point of time that is in the relation of 

contemporaneity with the point of speech where it is used. For example, 

(38) cikum ku-ka 0 -un-ta. 

come 

'He is coming now.' 

How could we define an entity that allows its qualificaton to be both presentCthe point 
\ 

·of contemporaneity) and past but not future? One thing we can say about this entity is 

that it is the perfective aspect. The perfective aspect is an aspect of the verb in which the 

verb achieves the point of pecfection or completion. The point of perfection may occur in the 

domain of the past in the flow of time or at the exact moment of the present, the point 

which is neither past nor future. 12 If this perfection does not occur either in the past or 

.at the moment of the present, the entity that embodies this quality should be described 

12 Of course this is possible if we assume an absolute concept of past-present-future in the sense 
of Leibniz. 
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not in the aspect of perfectiveness but in the aspect of non-staticity _ -ess is the perfective' 

aspect marker as -un is the non-static aspect marker. By nature they are mutually 

exclusive. They are realized to be so ' because of the inherent nature a verb has, namely 

+ temporal. This feature requires all verbs to be realzed either in the non-static aspect. 

with -un or in the perfective aspect with -ess in their linguistic actualization. 

Adjectival sentences such as khu( -u)-ta 'big' and nominal sentences such as siin-i-ta ' 

'Is a poet' never bear either - un or -ess in their realization because of the atemporality 

carried in the content morphemes khu(adjective) 'big' and siin (noun) 'poet'. 

In this connection, however, the following might be considered as counter-evidence to, 

this generalization: 

(39) a. namwu -ka khu( -u) -ess -ta. 

tree Nom big/ tall 

'The tree was tall.' 

b. pailon - un yengkwuk - uy Sl1n-1 -ess -ta, 

Byron English poet 

'Byron was a British poet" 

khu 'big' is rather a quality than an actionY It can not be in a non-static state that. 

continues until it comes to a point of perfection. khu, an adjective, cannot be grasped as 

something related to a certain point on the time axis. It is not khu but the proposition 

'namwu-ka khu' that is considered as something in the past. For example, 

(40) PAST (TREE TALL] 

means that it is in the past that the tree was tall. In the same vein, it IS tn the past 

that Byron was a British poet. 

There exists a qualitative difference between aspectural morphemes, such as -un and ' 

-ess, and the FM -ess in (39). The former two morphemes are aspectual and Aspect is a 

quality inherent to content morphemes, but the latter is not inherently related to the

content morpheme. It is simply a representation of the speaker' s judgment on a proposition, 

as to whether it is an event of the past or not. This is ordinarily called T ense. Tense is 

the expression of the speaker's judgment, in relation to a proposition, on whether or not 

the proposition is an event that occurs at a point prior to the point of contemporaneity ' 

with the speech. The following shows this point more clearly: 

(41) (P) 

________ ~I --------~---------~ 

Point of Event Point of Speech 

The structural description of (39a- b) in terms of (41) may , be something like: 

13 The homophonous adjective khu and the verb khu may cause ambiguity in the following sentence:. 
khi-ka khu-ess-ta. 
If khu is a verb. ess must be a perfective aspect marker; 
if it is an adjective. ess must be a past tense marker. 
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(42) a. [[namwu -ka khu-uJP - ess -ta.JU 

b. ((pailon -un yengkwuk- uy siin-iJP -ess -taJU 

-ess m (41) is a tense marker. and not an aspectual marker. 
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Now in Korean, there are cases where two -ess's occur consecutively within an 

utterance. Observe the following: 

(43) a. *ku-nun cikum ka (-u) - ess -ess -ta. 

'He went just now.' 

b. ku-nun ecey ka( -u) - ess - ess -ta. 

'He went yesterday.' 

c. *ke-nun nayil ka (-u) -ess -ess -ta. 

'He went tomorrow.' 

(43a) is unacceptable because of the apparent contradiction between the semantic 

content of cikum 'now' or 'up to the present moment' and either one of the two -ess's 

in the utterance. From (37a) which is ku-nun cikum ka (-u) -ess-ta, we know that it is 

not the perfective aspect morpheme that contradicts cikum in (43a) . If anything that is 

incompatible w ith cikum in terms of the concept of time, it must be the concept of the 

past, which is represented by the past tense morpheme, - ess. Suppose that the first -ess 

in a row of the two is the aspectual, and the other the past tense marker. (43c) is 

unacceptable because we see nayil 'tomorrow' contradicts not only the past tense 

morpheme -ess, but also the perfective aspect marker -ess. 

We may give the following as the underlying structures of (37b) and (43b) : 

(44) a. For (37b) : 

((ku -nun ecey ka -u -essJP -ta.JU 

he yesterday go Perf 

b. For (43b): 

([ku -nun ecey ka -u - essJP -ess -ta.JU 

he yesterday go Perf Past 

what is the difference in meaning between the two? (44a) says something like 'His 

going is done yesterday.' or 'He went yesterday and has not come back since.' (44a) 

entails that he is still there where he went. Since his going is completed once in the 

past, technically another of his going cannot occur unless he comes back. (44b) says that 

his going was in the past, and says no more. It does not preclude the possibility that his 

going can happen again . The difference is shown more clearly in the following: 

(45) a. ?ku- nun ecey ka-ess-ko onul -to ka--:ess-ta. 

Con today too 

'He went yesterday and he went today, too.' 

b. ku - nun ecey ka-ess-ess-ko onul -to ka-ess-ess-ta. 

'He went yesterday and he went today, too.' 

(46) a. ku -nun ecey cuk -ess-ta. 
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die 

'He died yesterday., 

b. *ku -nun ecey cuk-ess-ess-ta. 

(45a) is awkward because the implication of the first conjunct 111 the sense that the 

state of his being away continues up to now, contradicts the same implication the second 

conjunct has, whereas (45b) IS perfectly acceptable; both conjuncts are clearly of the 

past and two different adverbs designate two different points in the past for them. 

To recapitulate what has been discussed so far : (l) In Korean, there are two aspectual 

morhpernes; non-static -un and perfective - ess which occur only in the verbal sentence; 

(2) The past tense is the marked tense in Korean. It is also marked by -ess. It occurs 

whenever the proposition is considered as of past by the speaker; (3) There are many 

non-past or, to be exact, non- tensed sentences in Korean; (4) Adverbs are under a 

cooccurrence restriction with verbal aspects and tenses, but with much more flexibility 

than is the case with English. For example, 

(47) a. was it yesterdey(that John came) ? 

b. ku -key ecey -i-nya? 

that thing yesterday Q 
'Is it yesterday?' 

c. ku - key ecey -i -ess -nunya? 

Past Q 

'Was it yesterday?' 

Both (b) and (c) can be the translation of (a) . In (b) , ecey occurs in the environment 

of the non-past tense, while in (c) it occurs in the environment of the past tense. The 

two, (b) and (c), convey the same reference in reality with slightly different shades in 

that, in (c), the speaker regards the proposition of (c) as something of the past while in 

(b), he does not opt to express anything in relation to this. We might reasonably suspect 

that there is a fundamental differeence between the adverb in English and the adverb

or those that are commonly considered as adverbs- in Korean in syntactic function as 

well as in semantic quality, the discussion of which falls outside the scope of this study. 

2.5. T emporalization and Atempora lization 

Verbal sentences can be atemporalized while adjectival and nominal sentences can be 

temporalized. Consider: 

(48) a. namsan -ey 01 - un- ta . 

Mt. South to climb 

'(I) am climbing the Namsan .' 

b. namsan-ey ol-u- ta. 

'(I) climb the Namsan.' 

In (48a) the feature + T emporal in the content morpheme ol 'climb' is realized into 

non-static aspect by the aspect marker -un, whereas in (.18b) the realization of the 
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feature is simply suppressed in the course of the linguistic actualizatiOn, resulting ID an 

atemporal expression at 'climb' in the surface structure. In reality, atemporalized verbal 

expressions are used III newspaper headlines, various bill board mottoes, diary writings, 

etc. 

In the following, we see an exactly reverse case: 

(49) a. ku- nun caknyen -ey kwacang - i-ess- ta. 

last year section-chief 

,He was a section chief last year.' 

b. ku- nun caknyen -ey kwacang -i-ess-ess- ta. 

'(It was a matter of) last year ( that) he was a section chief.' 

Since kwacang 'section chief' is a noun and therefore atemporal, -ess ID (49a) is the 

past tense marker. In (49b) , the noun kwacang is tempora lized so that it may be put 

in the aspect of perfectiveness. (49a) admits the simple fact that he was a sec tion chief 

last year, whereas (4gb) implies, besides this apparent denotation, that he migh t have 

become something else since last year. 

"Ve presume that these two operations occur at a fairly late stage lD the whole 

hierarchy of linguistic actualization. 

2.6. Honorifics 

Our next item under analysis is -si, an honorific morpheme that is suffixa l to the 

nuclear syntagm in the sentences. -si is used when the utterance is posed as a logical 

predication of an object which, in the speaker' s esteem, deserves honorification. This 

object sometimes coincides with the grammatical subject or the utterance. For example, 

(50) a. Clp -ey ka -un- ta 

house to go 

'CL, He) go/goes home.! (am, is) going home.' 

b. cip - ey ka -si -un-ta. 

Hon 

' (*1, He) goes home.' 

(51) a. isang -i noph -u-ta. 

ideal Nom high 

'CL, He have/has) a lofty ideal.' 

b. isang -i noph -u -si -ta. 

Hon 

' (*1, He has) a lofty ideal,' 

(52) a. ku - nun siin -i-ta. 

'He is a poet.' 

b. ku pwun -un slln - i-si -a. 

he Hon Hon 

'He is a poet.' 
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In (50a) , the real world subject of the predication 'going home' is someone whom the 

speaker of this utterance sees as his equal or anything else but his superior. This 

superiority is decided on the basis of various biological, social, cultural factors (cf . 

Chapter Ill) . (50b) is a predication of a subject who is shown deference by the speaker. 

-si occurs not only in verbal sentences but also in adjectival and nominal sentences as 

shown in (51) and (52). 

3. Summary 

On the principle of linguistic independence, MIS is identified. The immediate constituents 

of MIS are Nucleus and SE. On the basis of the content morpheme of the nucleus 

syntagm, three kinds of MIS's are identified. They are verbal, adjectival and nominal 

MIS 's. They form the three basic kinds of sentences. 

In the surface structure of a sentence, -grammatical category SE is realized at least as 

a mood(Sentance Type) marker which in many cases also repesents a speech level. 

There are several subcategories in SE. Of them we have identified the following: Mood 

(Sentence Type), Modal of Presumption, Tense, Aspect, and Honorifics. 

There are basically two kinds of Tense, Past and Non·Past, of which Past is the 

marked. Future is represented by means of other modal expressions. 

Temporality is one or-the standards by which the distinction of some lexical entries as 

verb, adjective and noun are made. 

On the basis of the concept of temporality, we have identified two aspectual markers, 

one for non-static aspect and one for perfective aspect. 

In relation to the shift in temporality, we have made a tentave suggestion that there 

is an operation in linguistic actualization that might be characterized as temporalization / 

atemporalization. 

Finally, Honorifics, a realization of the referent-oriented modality in a speech act, is 

discussed. 
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